INTRODUCTION
With FEM analysis, static loads are applied to geometric and scalar points in a variety of ways, including:
• Loads directly applied directly to grid points.
• Pressure loads on surfaces.
• Distributed and concentrated loads on elements.
• Gravity loads.
• Centrifugal loads due to steady rotation.
• Tangential loads due to angular acceleration.
• Loads resulting from thermal expansion.
• Loads resulting from enforced deformations of a structural element.
• Loads resulting from enforced displacements at a grid point. The import capability allows the user to retrieve an aerodynamic model into the current FEM analysis database.
AERO-STRUCTURE COUPLING
The aerodynamic and structural models are created and exist as completely separate entities. In the FEM database, any number of structural models and aerodynamics models may exist. To perform an analysis, a pair of these models must be connected to each other.
In aeroelasticity, generating the model so that the aerodynamic forces can be mapped to the structural model (with equilibrium preservation) and than the structural deformation be mapped to the aerodynamic model allowing aeroelastic forces to be computed, is essential. It is the aero-structure coupling that brings these two models together using splining concepts.
There are two basic methods for splines: beam splines and surface splines. In general, beam splines work well for high aspect ratio wings, bodies and for beam structural models. Surface splines are suitable for low aspect ratio wings and all built-up structures. Note that, in general, it is the nature of the structural model that determines the best spline choice
LOAD SUMMATION -METHODOLOGY
For forces, the load summation calculation is simply the summation of the force vector components (transformed if necessary). The moments are calculated by determining the cross product of the force vector and the moment arm vector where the last is a vector from the reference point to the node on which the force vector is applied,
For pressure loads, the equivalent nodal loads must be calculated. The first step is to transform the element face to a local coordinate system whose normal, the vector , is defined by the cross product of a vector from node1 to node 2, the vector , of the face and a vector from node 1 to node 4, The transformation matrix,  , is created from the direction cosines between the local system and the global system. The nodal coordinates are then multiplied by the transformation matrix.
The pressure load, like the displacements in an isoparametric finite element, is defined anywhere in the element (or on the element face for 3D elements) by 
CONTROL DEVICE ANALYSIS
Control devices are those components of an air vehicle that can be directly deflected to affect the trajectory of the vehicle. Examples include elevators, rudders, spoilers, and flaps. All of these are aerodynamic control surfaces. However, "Control Device" encompasses a second set of parameters that have a more general definition: any parameter whose perturbation causes a change in an applied load. Examples from the more general set are the angle-ofattack and the vertical acceleration. Typically these values result from pilot inputs to "control surfaces", but in the simulation process we have access to these "control device" to simulate prescribed quasi-static maneuvers. Both kinds of devices are defined through this interface.
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APPLICATION -HORIZONTAL TAIL EXAMPLE

LIFTING SURFACE METHODS
A lifting surface is a trapezoidal flat plate that has inboard and outboard edges aligned with the X-axis of the aerodynamic coordinate system as shown in the sketch below. Existing surface is the default method for creating lifting surfaces. This form allows the user to select an existing surface that was either accessed as CAD geometry or created using the geometry application. The surface corners are used to construct the lifting surface, ignoring any surface curvature. Figure 6 shows fields definition, using spatial tabular input, in parametric coordinate system associated to lifting surface defined above. 
CONCLUSIONS
Given the complexity and importance of the loads calculation, it has become a truism with air vehicle design that "the loads are always late". This means that the quantification of the loads is on the critical path in the development of a new or modified vehicle. It also implies that inaccurate initial loads that are corrected or updated after completion of the original structural design can have a serious negative effect on the overall development schedule. In the worst case, if the inaccurate loads are not detected until after the vehicle has entered flight testing, a very costly redesign and retrofitting may have to occur or vehicle placards may be established to limit certain maneuvers, thus reducing the operational performance. 
